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Cloud Crushes Cost – Lesson Summary

• What is Cloud Computing

• How Cloud is being used by the Insurance Industry

• How regulators have responded to the Cloud
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On successful completion of this lesson, participants should be able, at a threshold

level, to:
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Your key learning goal

Goal 3
Evaluate how insurance organisations may use Cloud technology within their 

operations. 

Goal 4
Apply concepts related to data management and data security in the cloud to 

the insurance industry.

Goal 2
Discuss the benefits and disadvantages of using Cloud technology in business 

and the insurance industry.

Explain what Cloud technology is and how it is generally used.Goal 1
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ADI housekeeping: what’s next
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• Multiple choice questions: retake until you pass – Must do!

• Feedback on this lesson: welcome your views and ideas – Must do!

• Next lesson: 1.8 – Insurance Re-booted

• Weekly clinics: diarise them - we don’t record them

• Informal sessions
• Opportunity to meet

• Community Group: get connected

• Chat with Mentor and fellow participants
• 1-1 or group post
• 1 group for each Course

• Assignment: plan ahead take a look at the assignment at the end – you can start when you are ready
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Further references for extending your knowledge
Further references are for your interest and further study and recommended to broaden your knowledge. They may form part 
of the formal assessment process. They maybe referenced in the weekly clinics.
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Area of Knowledge Description and Source Link Approx. Time Reasons to engage

1. Who coined the term Cloud Computing? Article by MIT Technology Review Read 5 mins Some interesting little-known historical facts 

2. Principles and best practices for data 

governance in the cloud

White Paper by Google Read 10 mins Excellent primer on this foundational topic

3. Cloud Security: Enabling Secure Cloud 
Deployment

Article by Datamation Read 5 mins Very clear  treatment of a technical subject suitable 

for non-technical reader

4. Disaster Recovery In Cloud Computing: All 
You Need To Know

Article by Nakivo Read 6 mins Step by step guide on DR in the cloud

5. Data Sovereignty in the Cloud: the Nine-
Step Solution

Article by Cloud Technology 
Partners

Read 5 mins Step by step guide on data sovereignty in the cloud

6. How Cloud and DevOps can transform 
Insurance

Article by Accenture Read 3 mins Contains a list of Insurtechs using cloud, has some 
good DevOps case studies

7. Case Study: New York Life on Salesforce, 
Vlocity and Hearsay

Video by Hearsay Systems Watch 3 mins Understand how a leading Life insurer has moved 
strategically onto a Cloud platform

8. Case Study: AIG on the Amodo telematics 
platform

Article by The Digital Insurer Read 3 mins Shows how telematics data used in a gamified 
program can reduce risk

9. Case Study: AEGON on the Quantemplate
cloud analytics platform

Case Study by Quantemplate Read 2 mins Real life example of cloud being used super charge 
analytics processing and visualization

https://www.technologyreview.com/s/425970/who-coined-cloud-computing/
http://services.google.com/fh/files/misc/principles_best_practices_for_data-governance.pdf
https://www.datamation.com/cloud-computing/cloud-security-enabling-secure-cloud-deployment.html
https://www.nakivo.com/blog/disaster-recovery-in-cloud-computing/
https://www.cloudtp.com/doppler/data-sovereignty-in-the-cloud-the-nine-step-solution/
https://insuranceblog.accenture.com/how-cloud-and-devops-can-transform-insurance
https://youtu.be/HX6X_qxKlS4
https://www.the-digital-insurer.com/dia/amodo-and-aig-gamify-driving/
https://www.quantemplate.com/news/how-aegon-blue-square-re-transformed-their-data-processing-to-increase-efficiency-by-33
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Further references for extending your knowledge
Further references are for your interest and further study and recommended to broaden your knowledge. They may form part 
of the formal assessment process. They maybe referenced in the weekly clinics.
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Area of Knowledge Description and Source Link Approx. Time Reasons to engage

11. Case study: NN Life Japan on the Vlocity

cloud platform

Webinar by Vlocity (need to sign-up 
to view video - free)

Watch 30 mins Some interesting insights on their implementation 

and move to agile methodology

12. Case study: AIG (Azure) on Vlocity Cloud 

platform

Press release by Vlocity Read 1 mins Shows that they have progressively moved core 

system functionality on to the cloud

13. Case study: Metlife on Guidewire Cloud 
platform

Video by Guidewire Watch 4 mins Shows how core system vendors are moving to the 

cloud and established insurers are transforming

14. Case study:iCare on Guidewire Cloud 
platform

Case study by Guidewire Read 5 mins Very interesting on a new insurer moving straight to 
the cloud and pushing their vendor to the cloud

15. Regulator embracing the Cloud Keynote speech by Ravi Menon at 
Singapore Fintech Festival 2016

Read 8 mins Clearly states MAS supports the use of cloud and 
outlines its vision for Singapore 

16. Cloud readiness and best practices MAS website on Cloud Read 30 mins Lots of great information especially in an insurance 
context follow all the links here 
https://www.mas.gov.sg/development/fintech/tech
nologies---Cloud

17. State of regulatory sandboxes around the 
world

Podcast by Baker and McKenzie Listen 14 mins Gives a good overview of the A to Z of these 
sandboxes from around the world

18. Asean regulatory sandboxes and 
innovation

Article by KrAsia Read 4 mins Good and recent round up for various Asian 
countries on their regulatory sandboxes

https://vlocity.com/community/nn-life-japan-webinar
https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2017/06/28/1124405/0/en/Azur-Reimagines-the-Policyholder-Experience-with-Industry-Cloud-Software-for-Insurance-Brokers-from-Vlocity.html
https://youtu.be/TpgPOYYKYXk
https://www.guidewire.com/sites/default/files/media/pdfs/icare_case_study_insuranceplatform_and_guidewire_cloud_en.pdf
https://www.mas.gov.sg/news/speeches/2016/singapore-fintech-journey
https://www.mas.gov.sg/development/fintech/technologies---Cloud
https://www.mas.gov.sg/development/fintech/technologies---Cloud
https://www.ibm.com/blogs/insights-on-business/insurance/insurers-accelerate-innovation-with-the-cloud/
https://kr-asia.com/across-asean-regulatory-sandboxes-are-managing-risk-in-fintech-innovation

